
WE NEED YOU!

Over the last 16 years, we’ve proved that while taking care of sick children

is no laughing matter, our Saffron Walden based charity has been able to

successfully expand its offering across the South-East by tickling the

funny bones of vulnerable young patients and their parents at some of the



lowest points of their treatment – and even during the worst of the

pandemic.  

 
As we expand and visit children’s hospitals, hospices and special needs

schools across East Anglia, Essex, Hertfordshire, and Cambridgeshire and

most recently The Royal Manchester Children’s Hospital, we need help with

finding an Ambassador / Patron to assist with a bigger footprint; help us

travel to the four corners of the UK with our unique brand of Laughter

Specialist skills, providing bespoke humour to connect and communicate to

children often in the darkest of times.

 
The Laughter Specialists is only a small team of professionals, so ensuring

we have the right support, businesses and team behind us to enable us to

get our message out across the UK is key! We are always looking for

funding, donations and corporate sponsors, but today, we are looking for an

Ambassador / Patron in the limelight who can help us spread the profile of

The Laughter Specialists. 

 
Why are we contacting you I hear you ask? Perhaps you may know someone

in the public eye who is widely recognised for their charitable work and

would like to support our slightly zany brand, helping us reach into the

hearts and potential wallets of corporate sponsors at a regional and national

level.  Perhaps they have a proven track record of being a national role

model whose inspiration encourages others to be aspirational, or they may

have a connection to a child that could benefit from our services.  From

anecdotes to antidotes, big laughs require big-hitter supporters and donors

to support our programme which is proven to work in reducing stress and

anxiety levels for young patients and their parents.

 
Please do spread the word on your own social media channels that we are on

the lookout. We need the support of a 'role model' who can help support our

fundraising efforts through mentions and endorsements.  We are happy to

speak with anyone interested to discuss the science behind what we do, as

well as meet them before they commit.

 
If you know someone who may be interested in supporting to spread

laughter across further regions, or indeed nationally, we’d love to hear from

you.

 
If you would like to learn more visit https://thelaughterspecialists.co.uk or

call Annie (Co-Founder) on 07980 570466 or email

anniearis@thelaughterspecialists.co.uk

https://thelaughterspecialists.co.uk/
mailto:anniearis@thelaughterspecialists.co.uk


We are always looking for donations, so if you wish to show your
support then you can make a donation below.  We appreciate

anything you can give.

Donate Now

The Laughter Specialists
17 Crawley Hobbs Close, CB11 4GB, Saffron Walden
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